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SUMMARY
Individual
animal models
to evaluate a wide variety of genetically
determined effects are presented for populations where use is made of new
technologies such as embryo transfer, sex determination of embryos and semen,
cloning, DNA fingerprinting, gene transfer and genetic markers associated with
quantitative traits.
The general flexibility of animal models to evaluate
additive direct, additive maternal, dominance, cytoplasmic, X-chromosomal and
gametic imprinting genetic effects is illustrated.
Methods are presented for
estimation of the effects of transgenes or major genes jointly with estimation
of polygenic effects.
Also, implications of use and estimation of effects of
exogenous recombinant growth hormone are considered.
INTRODUCTION
Until recently, selection of pigs wa^s based either solely on their own
phenotypes or on simple indexes using records on their progeny or siblings.
Comparisons among individuals for selection were usually restricted to within a
group
of
contemporaries
raised
under
similar
management
conditions.
Implementation of improved statistical methodology, based on an individual
animal model (Henderson, 1984), has allowed use of all family information in
genetic evaluation and has provided, where breeding structure permits, the
opportunity for evaluation and selection across management groups.
Such animal
models have been implemented by several countries in their national pig
breeding programs as well as by some pig breeding companies.
Developments in
computer technology, both in hardware and software, have made implementation of
these techniques possible on a large scale.
There have been coincident developments of new techniques in reproductive
and genetic manipulation, the so-called biotechnologies. Realized and potential
developments include embryo transfer, sex determination of embryos and semen,
cloning, exogenous recombinant growth hormone (rpST), DNA fingerprinting, gene
transfer and identification of major genes and associated marker genes.
Development and application of these biotechnologies may have an impact on
genetic evaluation methods in two ways.
New statistical techniques may be
needed to assess the effects of these technologies accurately, particularly
when applied to field populations, and implementation of biotechnologies may
affect current methods of genetic evaluation and require changes to existing
methods.
Some of these questions have been addressed by Kennedy and Schaeffer
(1987) and Kennedy et a l . (1990) with respect to dairy cattle breeding.
This
paper examines further interrelationships between evolving biotechnologies and
statistical methods for genetic evaluation, with particular reference to pig
breeding.
This is done both in the context of genetic evaluation for purposes
of selection and in the broader context of identifying and quantifying
important biological effects on traits of interest.
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ADDITIVE GENETIC MODELS
We begin with a simple model which assumes all genetic variation is
additive.
More complicated genetic and statistical models are introduced
later.
The model is

[i]

y — Xb + Za + e

where y, b, a and e represent vectors of observations, fixed effects, additive
genetic (breeding) values of animals ~(0,Ao^a) and random (environmental)
residuals ~ ( 0 , l t r ^ e ) , respectively.
X and Z are incidence matrices and, in the
absence of selection, E(y)—Xb and Var (y)-ZAZr<7^a+I«7^e . The matrix of additive
genetic relationships, A, is composed of off-diagonal elements ajj equal to the
numerator of Wright's (1922) coefficient of relationship between individuals i
and j and diagonal elements a ^ equal to 1 +
where
is the coefficient of
inbreeding of individual i. Solution of Henderson's mixed model equations
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where A - (l-h^)/h^, leads to the best linear unbiased predictors
(BLUP) of additive genetic values (a).
The model [1] can be expanded to accommodate environmental correlations
among litter mates (c^) and permanent environmental effects associated with
repeated records on the same animal, such as several records on litter size.
These and similar models have been applied to genetic evaluation for growth
rate, backfat and sow productivity traits, as, for example, in Canada (Hudson
and Kennedy, 1985; Kennedy, 1990).
Statistical properties of the method have been presented by Henderson
(1975, 1984) and genetic interpretation has been reviewed by Kennedy and
Sorensen (1988) and Kennedy et a l . (1988).
Essentially, if the trait is
controlled by a large number of additive loci, the procedures account for
changes in genetic variance from gametic (linkage) disequilibrium, as a
consequence of selection, and from inbreeding.
Estimates of breeding value are
not biased by selection of mates or genetic trend.
An assumption of the model is that the data contain all the records upon
which selection was based and the initial or base population is unselected and
not inbred, but some of the problems associated with violation of these
assumptions can be accommodated by assigning animals to groups which reflect
past selection not in the data (e.g. Quaas, 1989).
If the number of loci is
small, changes in variance due to gene frequency changes are not accounted for
(Maki-Tanila and Kennedy, 1986).
Knowledge of heritability in the base
population is also assumed.
If heritability is not known,
and o^e can be
estimated from the data by restricted maximum likelihood (REML) by iterating on
(Henderson, 1985):
a 2e -

(y'y
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and
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cr2 e t r ( A ' ^ C ) ] / q

where n is the number of records in y, q is the number of animals in a, r(X) is
the rank of X and C is that part of the inverse of the coefficient matrix of
[2] associated with the a equations.
Other REML computing algorithms or
variations on REML can be used.
REML estimates are unbiased by selection and
inbreeding and if applied to [2] give unbiased estimates of breeding values,
over replicated lines or repeated sampling (Sorensen and Kennedy, 1986).
Many applications of biotechnology can be accommodated through evaluation
under [1].
If embryo transfer is used, genetic evaluation is still according
to [1] unless maternal effects are important.
These are considered in a later
section.
Current use of embryo transfer is largely to minimize health risks in
the transfer of genotypes from one location to another.
In this application
embryo transfer does contribute to genetic evaluation and improvement because
its
use
genetically
connects
separate populations
and permits
genetic
comparisons of animals between them, but less expensive connections can be
achieved through use of artificial insemination. ' Similarly, sex determination
of embryos or semen, although potentially useful in developing specialized
lines, does not change genetic evaluation under [1],
The use of clones,
however, does require modifications.
With replicates of the same genotype, A
in [2] is singular and A"^ does not exist.
However, Kennedy and Schaeffer
(1989) have shown that taking the simple expedient of defining a at the
genotype level, rather than at the animal level, such that A is the matrix of
additive genetic relationships among genotypes, and treating records on clones
as repeated records on the same genotype circumvents this problem and allows
genetic evaluation according to [2]. All that is needed is a recording system
that identifies animals according to sets of clones.
The model underlying [1] assumes a large number of loci each with a small
effect and presence of transgenic animals or segregation of a naturally
occurring major gene with large effect (such as the halothane gene for some
traits) violates that assumption.
In a later section, methods for jointly
estimating effects of major genes or transgenes and polygenic effects are
examined.
Administration of rpST likely would not complicate genetic evaluation if
it were applied to all animals in a management or contemporary group because
its effects would be adjusted for if the management group were specified in b.
Similarly, if rpST were applied selectively within a management group and
treated animals were identified, rpST administration could be treated as a
fixed effect and included in b of [1].
This assumes no genotype by rpST
interaction, and there is evidence to indicate that different genotypes respond
to rpST similarly (Bark et al.. 1989; Skaggs et a l . . 1989).
Even if such an
interaction were to exist, [1] and [2] could be expanded to accommodate it if
the interaction variance were known.
If animals receiving rpST treatment were
not identified and rpST were applied selectively within a management group then
biased genetic evaluations would result and the situation would be similar to
problems considered in dairy cattle breeding by Burnside and Meyer (1988).
Models such as [1] could be highly useful for those analyzing data from rpST
experiments.
Most, if not all, past analyses have failed to account for the
fact that related individuals have been used in the experiment (i.e. A) and
many have
also failed to account for environmental correlations
among
littermates.
Because of resulting correlated errors, which are ignored,
standard
errors
associated
with
estimates
of
rpST
effects
have
been
underestimated and statistical significance overstated. Proper use of mixed
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model procedures could correct this.
Lastly, use of [2] assumes knowledge of A.
If A is incomplete because of
missing information, some accommodation can be made through grouping, as
indicated previously.
If A contains errors as a result of misidentification of
parentage then genetic losses can result.
In progeny testing schemes with
cattle, misidentification rates of 15% can cause reductions in genetic gain
ranging from 9 to 17% depending upon heritability (Geldermann et a l .. 1986).
New technology, both biological and electronic, will likely overcome this
problem.
Applications of electronic pig identification and techniques of DNA
fingerprinting, which can be used for positive parentage identification even if
information from only one parent is available (Jeffreys et a l . . 1985), should
reduce identification errors.
MATERNAL EFFECTS MODELS
A dam can influence the performance of her offspring both through the
genes she transmits directly to them and through the maternal environment she
provides.
The latter effect can have a genetic component which may be
correlated with the direct genetic effect.
Wlllham (1972) has provided
detailed models for this type of maternal effect inheritance.
Maternal effects
are of considerable interest and controversy in applied pig breeding.
It has
been suggested that an antagonistic genetic correlation between direct and
maternal genetic effects may be responsible for the observed low heritability
and lack of response to selection for litter size (Revelle and Robison, 1973),
but van der Steen (1983) concluded that maternal effects likely reduce direct
genetic gains in litter size by only a small amount. Animal models can be used
to separate direct and maternal genetic effects.
A model for maternal effects is
y-Xb

+ Z a + P m + e

where y, X, b, Z, a and e are as described previously* m is a vector of
additive maternal genetic effects ~(0,Ao2m ) and P is an incidence matrix that
relates records on individuals to their dams. E(y) - Xb and Var(y) - ZAZ'o2a +
m + (PAZ’ + ZAP')CTara + Iu2e , where aam is the genetic covariance between
direct and maternal effects. The model could be expanded to include permanent
environmental effects associated with repeated maternal records on dams and
additional environmental effects common to llttermates.
The mixed model
equations are
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Southwood and Kennedy (1990) have applied this model to the estimation of o2a ,
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a^m and aam and to genetic evaluation for additive
maternal (m) genetic effects for litter size.

direct

(a)

and additive

Maternal effects can be defined more broadly than in [3] and can include
cytoplasmic effects, sex-linked effects or result from maternal gametic or
genomic imprinting whereby genes, although inherited autosomally, are expressed
only when transmitted through the dam and are not expressed when inherited
through the sire.
Properly specified animal models can accommodate and
estimate the effects of all these maternally inherited phenomena, but the model
must be correct and the data adequate to the task because there is a high
degree of confounding between all these types of maternal effects.
This
confounding breaks down with time as data span generations.
Models for estimating cytoplasmic effects have b.een presented by Kennedy
and Schaeffer (1987).
The simplest model is
y - X b + Z a + W c + e

[4]

where y, X, b, Z, a and e are as given previously, c is a vector of cytoplasmic
genetics effect -(0,la^c ) and W is an incidence matrix assigning records on
individuals to cytoplasmic source.
The distribution of c can be modified to
allow for changes in mitochondrial DNA from generation to generation (Kennedy
and Schaeffer, 1987).
When estimating cytoplasmic effects it is important to account for all
additive genetic effects, through inclusion of a in [4], because confounding of
a with cytoplasmic effects can give spurious estimates of cytoplasmic effects
(Kennedy, 1986).
For example, Toelle et a l . (1986) have reported significant
cytoplasmic effects, but the results are open to question because some additive
genetic effects were ignored in the analysis.
Similarly, maternal additive
genetic effects, if important, can be confused with cytoplasmic effects because
of partial confounding.
However, Southwood et a l . (1989) have shown with
simulated data that additive direct, additive maternal and cytoplasmic effects
can be clearly distinguished and estimated unbiasedly using a combination of
models [3] and [4].
Effects of gametic imprinting can be analyzed using animal models if
genetic effects are written at the gametic level rather than the genotypic
level (Gibson et a l .. 1988; Schaeffer et a l .. 1989).
The model for an
observation on the ic^ individual (assuming all fixed effects are contained in
Vi) is
Yi - Hi +

+ gm i +

where a^ represents additive genetic value inherited and expressed in the usual
manner,
gm ^ represents
expression of additional additive genetic value
inherited through the maternal gamete and e^ is the usual residual.
However,
the genotype of the i6^1 individual (u^) also contains the genetic value of the
paternal gametic (gp ^), which is not expressed phenotypically, and is
u i ~ a i + gm i + gp iThese genes
(gP^)
can be expressed in later generations
if they are
subsequently transmitted through a female. In matrix notation the model is
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y - Xb + Za + Mg + e

[5]

where y, X, b, Z, a and e are as defined previously and g is a vector of
additional genetic effects that are expressed only when derived from the
maternal gamete ~ ( 0 ,Gct g ) . G is a gametic relationship matrix that identifies
both maternal and paternal gametic contributions and hence g contains gametic
effects of both males and females.
However, the incidence matrix M connects
observations only to the maternally derived gamete which is expressed.
Rules
for obtaining G"1 and a numerical example are in Schaeffer et a l . (1989).
Applications of such models could be useful in quantifying the effects of
gametic imprinting which have been identified at the molecular level (Surani et
a l . , 1987).
Similar gametic models have been proposed by Fernando and Grossman (1990)
to estimate sex-linked (or X-chromosome) effects. Their model is
y - X b + Z a + Z s + e

[6]

where y, X, b, Z, a and e are as previously defined and s is a vector of
additive genetic effects for X-chromosomal loci -(0,So2s ).
Because (in
mammals) males are haploid and females are diploid for the X chromosome,
var(s^) differs in males and females.
Fernando and Grossman (1990) have
presented rules for computing S and S ‘ .
As with previous discussions on
maternal effects, there would be considerable confounding between maternal
gametic imprinting and sex-linked effects and care would have to be exercised
in any analyses not to confuse one effect with the other.
Models [5] and [6]
could be combined to distinguish between these two effects given an adequate
data structure.
These various maternal effects models illustrate the power and flexibility
of animal models to assess the biological importance of various forms of
maternal inheritance where data are properly structured.
Applications of
biotechnology can contribute
to better data structures
for statistical
analysis.
If embryo transfer is used, models such as [3] are still appropriate
as Z assigns natural dams to direct genetic value and P assigns surrogate dams
to maternal genetic value.
All that is required is that natural and surrogate
dams be correctly identified in the data.
Maternal effects models which
include embryo transfer data have been outlined for cattle by Schaeffer and
Kennedy (1989) and similar considerations would apply to pigs.
Also, use of
embryo transfer contributes to better structured data sets to help disentangle
direct and maternal genetic effects because maternal effects of surrogate dams
are less confounded with direct effects of their adopted offspring and their
natural mothers.
In this sense embryo transfer can be a useful experimental
tool.
Similarly, sexing of embryos or semen could, in some cases, be used to
improve the data structure to investigate maternal effects.
Another
application of biotechnology that can be
used to provide
separation in the data of direct and maternal effects is DNA fingerprinting.
Rates of genetic improvement of traits influenced largely by maternal effects
can be increased through double mating or mixed inseminations to several boars
such that progeny of more than one boar are represented within a litter
(Kennedy et a l . . 1974; Gianola and Thompson, 1984), because litter (maternal)
effects become cross classified with direct sire effects and this increases
accuracy of genetic evaluation.
Use of mixed inseminations requires that
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paternity of offspring can be established.
Breeders have not taken advantage
of this technique because of costs and uncertainties of traditional methods of
parentage
testing.
Accurate
paternity
identification
through
DNA
fingerprinting, if available at low cost, could make this mating system
practicable in nucleus herds.
DOMINANCE GENETIC EFFECTS
In genetic evaluation, little consideration has been given to dominance
effects, particularly within lines or breeds, although dominance genetic
variation has been widely exploited through crossbreeding.
Yet dominance
genetic variation within breeds is likely to be important particularly for
traits that show inbreeding depression.
The consequence of ignoring dominance
effects is that genetic evaluations of animals for additive genetic merit can
be biased.
Applications of technologies such as embryo transfer and cloning
contribute to increased dominance relationships among individuals and will
further complicate the problem.
Also, if cloning is used, clones would likely
be selected, within breed or as crossbreds, on the basis of total genetic
merit, both additive and nonadditive.
Genetic evaluation methods would be
required for evaluation of both additive and dominance effects.
For noninbred populations, Henderson (1985) has suggested use of
y-Xb

+ Za + Z d + e

[7 ]

where y, X, b, Z, a and e are as previously defined and d is the vector
dominance genetic values ~ ( 0 ,D o ^ ) .
In the absence of inbreeding, D can
computed simply from elements of A (Cockerham, 1954), and with large numbers
loci,
dominance effects are normally distributed and are unaffected
selection in previous generations (Bulmer, 1980).

of
be
of
by

However, inbreeding does occur in pig populations, and use of [7] is
biased because it does not account fully for inbreeding depression even if
adjustments are made to D to account for inbreeding (Maki-Tanila and Kennedy,
1986).
With inbreeding, four parameters over and above o^a and a^ contribute
to total genetic variance and inbreeding depression is associated with two of
them (Cockerham and Weir, 1984).
Smith and Maki-Tanila (1990) have used
extended genomic tables to compute a relationship matrix and its inverse which
includes these parameters, but the procedure is computationally very difficult.
Kennedy and Sorensen (1988) suggested that the simple expedient of evaluation
under [7] with the addition of F^ to the fixed effects as a covariate to
accommodate inbreeding depression should be tested.
Under a dominance model
inbreeding depression is expected to be linear with F^ (Falconer, 1981).
Uimari and Kennedy (1990) have examined this and the procedure does provide
unbiased estimates of additive and dominance effects both with inbreeding and
selection.
We therefore have a useful method to estimate total genetic merit
jointly and additive and dominance effects, including inbreeding depression,
separately.
Related to this, use of [7] with inclusion of F^ allows estimation
of inbreeding depression effects free of selection bias in populations that
have undergone selection.
MAJOR GENES AND TRANSGENES
If gene transfer is used to introduce new genes in a population,

genetic
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evaluation systems are required to accommodate this both to assess the effects
of the transgene and to evaluate cumulative genetic effects from other loci
(polygenes) free of the effects of each other.
Kennedy and Schaeffer (1987)
have suggested that the situation with transgenes is analogous to evaluation
for traits controlled by a gene with a major effect plus many polygenes,
although number of copies and site of integration usually cannot be controlled
for transgenes (in the latter case site directed gene insertion is now being
done with embryonic stem cells (Thompson et al ■■ 1989)).
In populations where
all animals with data can be identified with respect to genotype for either a
transgene or major gene then use of an individual animal model with inclusion
of the identifiable single genotype as a fixed effect can separate effects of
the single gene from those of the polygenes.
The model (assuming additively
for the polygenes) is as in [1] with the effects of genotype for the transgene
or major gene contained in b.
If a model is used that does not account for
both the major gene and polygene effects, estimates of major gene effects are
compromised.
In random mating populations, ignoring polygene effects (a)
results in underestimation of standard errors of major gene effects and
overstatement of significance levels. If the population is under selection,
estimates of major gene effects are biased (Kennedy and van Arendonk, 1989).
The extent of the bias can be considerable if the trait is moderately
heritable.
If it is not possible to identify individuals with respect to genotype
then Kennedy and Schaeffer (1987) suggested considering the data as arising
from a mixture of two or more populations (depending upon mode of inheritance) ,
and using mixture models to assign probabilities that individual observations
belong to each of the populations.
Evaluation is according to
y - P t + X b + Z a + e

[8]

where t is the effect of major genotype (unobserved) and P is not a fixed
incidence matrix of the usual form but is a probability matrix that assigns
probabilities that observations arose from each of the possible genotypes.
Evaluation is an iterative two-stage procedure of estimating P and then
estimating t, b and a from [8],
The value of P is adjusted at each cycle of
iteration.
Hoeschele (1988) has suggested and applied a similar approach to
estimation of major gene effects.
Rather than relying solely on mixture model theory, the procedures can be
refined to take account of information in A using techniques like those of van
Arendonk et a l . (1989) which make full use of information on relatives in
assigning genotype probabilities.
This approach is now being investigated (B.
Kinghorn, personal communication).
A logical extension of animal model techniques is to the application of
marker assisted selection through use of recombinant DNA technology.
The
difficulty here is that the effects of the marker genes are measured through
their association, through linkage, with unidentified genes of large effect.
If applied to animal populations over several generations, recombination must
be allowed for.
Research is underway in this area (Fernando and Wang, 1989).
CONCLUSIONS
Individual animal models have the flexibility to accommodate applications
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of new technologies and are useful to assess the effects of these technologies.
Also applications of new technologies can contribute to better data structures
to estimate biological effects more accurately when analyzed through use of
animal models.
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